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Abstract: Organizational foresight is used for recognizing optimum future in an uncertain environment to
guarantee the success of organization. At a stable or low changing environments the need for foresight in
organizations are relatively lower. Structured innovation, estimation and illustration of future trends,
communication and cooperation with stakeholders will help an organization to achieve its objectives.
Organizations in general can choose four different approaches to deal with future uncertainty, which includes
methods based on expertise, models, trends and contents. Scenario making and Delphi analyze are two main
methodologies based on trends for foresight. Trend analyze is used as the main methodology for better
organizational models. In this paper a survey in different dimensions of organizational foresight in uncertain
environments was done to propose a new method for trend analyses and mutual interaction between them.
Regards to trends mutual influence and their impact in organization’s future strategy, a tool was proposed to
identify the key trends for 9 different area. Depending on the area that the organization locates, the results will
be used to obtain the optimum configuration for organizational strategy. outputs and results must be specified
and used in the organization strategic planning.
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INTRODUCTION strategy in each case. It is possible to use trend analysis

Neef and Daheim [1] presented five different paper.  As  we  said  before  there are different methods
competencies to build foresight capacities within for trend analysis. Some of these methods are based on
corporations that are basic competence (methodological text mining. Others like EFQM, analyze the trends
and operational), creativity (focus on new, interesting and individually and some others are based on mathematical
exciting issues), communication (selling it to the optimization [4].
company's staff), cooperation (being a communicator and In this paper we have tried to present a new method
disseminator) and continuity (process-orientation and to analysis of mutual interaction of these factors based on
continuity in people and structures). They also mentioned expertise. The experience of organizations’ foresight
the rising number of publications regarding the corporate experts have been considered too. At the end we will
foresight experiences in Europe. They showed that the present a conceptual model for trend analysis system
corporate foresight, which will shape the direction of which will be used in making the organizations’ strategy
future events, has become an important factor[2]. configuration.

Increasing uncertainty in environment of the
organizations causes to increases the possibility of Theoretical Background
futures recognition. To avoid this, the organizations Corporate Foresight: Corporate foresight (CF) is future
trying to establish an activity to have a foresight program studies in order to achieve a successful business [1].
to recognition its methods. There are four different Corporate foresight is regarded as the tool of choice for
methods for foresight activities. These methods are based preparing business for the future, it may be in form of a
on expertise, models, trends and contents [3]. long-term-strategic vision, ideas for product-innovations

In  uncertain conditions, the environments are or a scenario that is used for communication purposes [3].
divided into four groups. The managers must have special Strategic  foresight  is  defined  as  ability   to   create  and

for all of these environments that will be discussed in this
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Fig. 1: Scientific classification of researches on Future has used the term strategic foresight to emphasize the
Studies [11] focus on the corporate level only. He mentioned that

sustain a high quality, coherent and functional forward technology and political, socio-cultural and competitive
view and to use the insights arising in organizationally environments. He defined 4 elements for strategic
useful ways [5]. foresight. They are technology intelligence, competitive

Costanzo [6] argues that developing strategic intelligence, political environment and consumer
foresight is a learning process with paramount importance foresight. The consumer foresight deals with the
to the capability of a company to innovate continuously. identification, assessment and anticipation of consumer
Strategic foresight takes place within a broad vision requirements  as  well as lifestyle and socio-cultural
developed with creative managers, evolves by deep trends. So the trend analysis methodology can be used
understanding  of current trends in society and finishes for corporate strategic foresight.
by making use of different “probes” to proactively learn Currently, the assumption that businesses can
to enact the “likely future”. The strategy studies have understand the future by anticipating the impact of trends
focused on foresight research by using tools such as on customers and markets seems to be the dominant logic
brainstorming and scenario planning [7] to identify which called trend-based foresight. Focusing on trends in
possible  futures  that  need  to  be taken into CF has the advantage of high communicability of results,
consideration   when    the   corporate    strategy    [8]   is but poses the threat of focusing on efforts of how to best
developed. The ‘‘scenario planning’’ methodology is scan and monitor trends and, most importantly, of limiting
adopted in the industry either in the form of exploratory CF to a reactive perspective of a company only being
scenarios (creating scenarios that lead to a likely future driven by the trends or the environment in general.
based on the past and present trends) or anticipative Corporate  forecast  only  studies trends for forecasting
scenarios (building scenarios on different visions of the the future, but CF have a proactive approach to shape
future) [9]. To discover threats in time, companies have to and  make a favorite future. Foresight should make a
use weak signals in their periphery. sense of different (may be opposite) information, drawing

Position of Corporate Foresight in Scientific Foresight: opinions, subjectivity and uncertainty, depicting future
The future research and how to deal with it has evolved options and converge most important experts and ideas
over time to include an increasing number of aspects. on them. Therefore, any dominant logic that centers on
Figure  1  illustrates  a  classification  of  the  research the belief that the future can be grasped endangers the
fields [10]. success of foresight as it tends to focus the process on

Forecasting  focuses   on  the  methods  for rather technological, detail-oriented, data-centered
predicting the future based on modeling and econometric questions, while the key strategic or direction-setting
techniques, mainly using data from the past [11]. These questions are suppressed,pushed into the background or
methods are included patent analysis, trend extrapolation delayed [20-23].
and trend curves. Foresight extends its scope of research
to incorporate methods that enable networking for Uncertainty,   Complexity    and    Corporate    Foresight:
information gathering, assessment, interpretation and It  is  needed  to assess  the  uncertainty  and  complexity
methods that support decision making [12]. In addition, of  developments  surrounding  corporate  and
foresight studies contain the researches on the capacity environments  to  decide  which  approaches  to  the
of organizations to scope with the future [13]. Both future   and  subsequently     which   methods   of  futures

Forecast and Foresight techniques have been used for
corporate and higher levels such as regional, national and
international [14]. In the last two decades, the scope of
research was broadened by including the organizations
and the processes of the future investigation. The term
strategic foresight was developed to refer to research
focused on the corporate level [14-16]. Today, to a large
extent, analysis of future has substituted with strategic
foresight as a preferred term [17-19]. Rohrbeck et al. [11]

strategic foresight uses weak signals from science,

conclusions on their impact, dealing with diverging
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Table 1: 4 stages of uncertain environments
Uncertain A clear enough Future Alternate futures A range of futures True ambiguity
Manger's task Future prediction Creating roadmap for Recognize future Recognize dimension of

Strategy developing alternatives of Future possible spectrums uncertain and define them the pattern 
Tools Trend analysis Business watch Scenarios Back casting Scenarios Early Warning Event analysis

Quantitative forecasting Judgmental Early Warning system system Back casting
forecasting

Table 2: developed model of four kind of corporate foresight
Dominant
CF-Paradigm Expert-based Foresight Model-based Foresight Trend-based Foresight Context-based Foresight
Approach Known by means Calculated by means Projected by means Shaped by means

of expertise of models of developments of interaction
Key Characteristics Belief in Experts dominant Quantitative and subjective Trends, Weak Signals Early Understanding interpreting 

models Extrapolation Warning, Mix of qualitative evaluating change
and quantitative Indicators

Perspective Exploring Change Calculating Change Reacting to Change Shaping Change
Output Delphi, Roadmap, Scenarios Models & Matrixes Trend-databases, Scenarios; Innovation Ideas

Monitoring Systems

research are more adaptable. Today corporate
developments  with  regard  to  growth   of  technology
are  dynamic  and  so  uncertain  developments  with
regard to its main technological constituents such as
telecommunication,  ICT,  content  and  media.  Courtney
[20]  claims  about   common   foresight   methodologies
for different types of futures in terms of an adequate
methodology for assessing the future which are listed in
Table 1. 

In  the  following,  we  will  discuss  about a
developed model of four phases of CF that are described
in Table 2[3].

The “Projected by means of developments” is the
approach of trend based corporate foresight. In this way,
corporate must trace the trends, weak signals, early
warning tools such as artificial intelligence by mix of
qualitative & quantitative indicators for reacting to
change. The output of these systems must be a Trend-
databases Monitoring System [3]. Fig. 2: Type of corporate organization forms 

There are many methods for corporate foresight.
Some of them are: Trend analysis, Publication analysis, specifying  how  the  trend  analysis is conducted in
Scenarios, Roadmaps, Creative methods, Simulation, detail. e.g. what sources are regarded as valuable for
Delphi method, Cross impact analysis, Econometrics analysis) and more than 80% of them are working with
forecasting, Market research, Technology intelligence and internal trend databases [3].
System dynamics[21]. 

Methods of Corporate Foresight: The results of a survey The three types of organizational forms in corporate
on CF by the University of St. Gallen and Z_punkt on foresight identified by Becker [22] as (i) the collecting
2005 shows that trend analysis is the best method post; (ii) the observatory and (iii) the think-tank. Daheim
amongst the different ones which have used in different and Uerz [3] by their surveys, has shown to add a fourth
cases to corporate foresight. More than 65% of type of organizational forms in CF to the original Becker’s
companies report regular  usage of this method  (without typology: the outsourcer as shown in Figure. 2.

Different  Types  of  Corporate  Forsight  Organiztions:
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Results of the survey show that in more than half of unavoidably  cause  to  change the issues in that period
the companies foresight processes are run by specialized of time. The trend must be able to contain the problems
departments, called e.g. Trend Research, Global Foresight, comprehensively, a long life cycle and contain the past,
Market Intelligence or "Issue Management" and that the present and future. It must be powerful and would be able
responsibility for the process only seldom rests with to change future. This specification of trend made it
individual employees with a specific foresight or futurist suitable to be used in foresight activities. Any trend has
portfolio. With the exception of one company, all its  own  direction and is different with others. A new
participants in the survey rely on external consultants trend can be occurring in a specific logic. Trend analysis
and/or  services,  but 60% only do so sometimes or is the main methodology of the organization’s quality
seldom [3]. management (EFQM). In further assessment we have used

Problems of Corporate Foresights and Corporate Trends: installing and revising it[15-17]:
Corporate foresight activities and their process are not To evaluate future trends we can use the following
formalized because of its nature, thus many organizations factors. These factors are approach, install and evaluation
have flexible form and following up open search systems. method but the result of trends’ output in future will be
Foresight activities must be continues and more a realized only by scenario making and foresight. In this
commitment to build a knowledge pool. One reason for paper the trend analysis will be done in a bottom up
these persisting problems of CF may be seen in a lack of vision  and  combing  it  to  EFQM  approach.  Because of
clarity of objectives and performance [3]. the influence of the trends in future strategy of the

In a survey about corporate foresight, just three organization, the key outputs and results must be
quarters  of  the  participants  (30  companies) have specified and used in the organization strategic planning.
explicit targets for their foresight processes. Some others This activity will be done is four steps[16-17].
even do neither have explicit objectives nor implicit
standards of success (15%, 6 companies). Only 37.5% of Trend Robustness: In this section the following
the participating companies control the performance of questions must be answered. Dose the approach which
their foresight process either formally or informally. In the trend created base on it, have a logical base? Is it
addition only about one third of the companies (36.8%) focused on the stakeholder needs? Does it support the
changes and improves their foresight process regularly, strategy? Is it consistent with other approaches? Is it
while 79% do so only occasionally. In general, stable? Is it flexible? Is it measurable? For this purpose,
organizational and political barriers, insufficient first the goal of the trend analysis must be specified. Then
legitimating  and  perceived  high costs are key problems the domain and the environment condition of the trend
of CF [3]. must be described. Organizational foresight needs the

Successful organizations are the ones which are able trend analysis so we will try to analyze the trend as clear
to accept and interact with these trends. So it is needed as possible. For example if “specifying the number of
for them to be aware of its influences and follow up it needed human resource in IS department” is the aim, we
continuously. In this paper we will present an approach of will  need  to specify the related problems such as the
the trend analysis methodology. trend of future business or the trend of future

Mutual Trend Analysis Methodology: According to different from other cases. After specifying the aim of
definition, Trend is a short duration process which is trend analysis, we must define the domain and
repeated in a specific logic and tendency. In the other environment conditions, sub domains and structural
word trend is changing and developing to a new and concepts. There are three visions for environment
different thing. analysis. They are the top down, the bottom up and a

A trend shows a social issue or a specific content combination of them. To improve the results, it is
which has tendency to a place or specific willing and this suggested to use the third vision for environment
tendency had remained in time duration. Trend and analysis. At the end the trend descriptor must be
prediction have two different meanings. In prediction an specified. How this descriptor influences in future trends
event or some events begin in a specific point and and existence of trend drivers? The drivers of a trend can
influenced  by   different   social   and   cultural  issues. be the main trend that influences on others. Some
The changes of this social and cultural process examples  of these  trends  presented  in  a  survey  which

the router card method to analysis the result of trend

telecommunication services. This is unique and is
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Table 3 :  Trends Mutual Effect Score Matrix

have done in Turkey. They identified 19 main trend and
the participants in survey were asked to assess the
influence of each megatrend on economy, education and
quality of life [23].

Trend Monitoring: In this section the following questions
must be answered. Is the approaches which this trend
comes from them had created before? Is it installed
throughout the organization? Is it installed with its all
potentials?  Is  it  installed  with all of its specifications?
Is it achieved to the all of its planed resources? Is it
systematic and structured? Is it understood and
acceptable for all stakeholders? Is it measurable? In this
stage, at first the trend outputs of environment and its
subsystems are specified. Then its background and
trigger factors are specified and documented. These are
saved in organization’s database for further usage.

There are several items such as “trend number, trend
descriptor, trend domains, trend sub domains, trend
situation, trend background and drivers” that must be
considered in the main fields in the documentations [16].

Trend Forecasting: At the first step the key trends which
have major effects on future community and selected
behavior method for achieving the organization goals, are
specified. In the second step the trends recognition,
damnation of effects or changing path bottlenecks which
are able to cause mistake in path specification or trends
substitution will have done. The mutual interaction matrix
will be introduced in this stage. The trend influence matrix
will be used for trends mutual effects. This matrix is
shown at Table 3. 

In this matrix the trends which have mutual effects
are shown in rows and columns. To complete this matrix
we have used the pseudo Likert method and experts point
of views. Based on the amount of trends mutual we
allocate a number 1, 2, 3… 9 in each cell.

If there is no effect between a row and a column we
put zero in the related cell. If we have a low effect the
allocate  number  is  one.  For a mean effect number five is

Fig. 3: Strategy configurator matrix

selected. We use nine for high effect. At end we sum the
rows elements and the result will be written at the end of
row. We do the same thing for the columns. At the end we
have active and passive sums. If the result of active sum
be more than the passive sum we conclude this trend is a
key and effective. If the passive sum be more the result is
vice versa. 

Resulted numbers of Table 3 help us to have a
conceptual map. We specify the organization situation
and will use it for configuration of the organization
strategy which is illustrated in Figure 3. 

If the major trends are from the dynamic type, it
shows instability in the environment and is needed a more
accrue plan for the organization. If the major trends are
independent type, it shows a stable environment and we
can  continue  this  trend  for  a limited  duration  of  time.
Of course, because of the foresight is continues activity,
it is needed continues supervision on environment
situation. If the major trends are the kinds of future maker
buffer trend or reactive buffer trend types shows a rather
stable environment. We must use this opportunity for
creating favorite future. If most of trends are reactive or
future maker type, we must call all effective organizations
human recourse to make a foresight.

In foresight plan, some of technical and
non-technical domains may be studied. On the other hand
there is a limited period of time for any plan. As we
mentioned at different approaches to foresight, any
foresight plans based on their applications are prepared
for a period of 3 to 30 years. On the other hand, if the time
duration considered for short term plan and it is only a
development program so it is possible to have a
quantitative method for trend analysis based on more
reasonable numbers. If we have a long term horizon
quantify the trend is very difficult and foresight will be
done in Delphi method, expert's point of view or other
common methods.
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Fig. 4: A proposed  conceptual  model  for  trends the knowledge and storage knowledge management
analysis system database improves the quality of foresight activities.

Trend Evaluation: in this section we must be able to foresight. This system has both DSS and KMS features
answer these questions. Is the approach and installation together. The trend analysis system is according to the
which this method is created with them, is regularly trend which is presented in this paper. When the trend
measured for effectiveness? Is it creates learning analysis system produces the strategic information
chances? Is it extracts patterns form others (Competitors, based on analysis methodology, it performs like a DSS
average of industry, the bests)? Is it improves based on system. The created information in this manner can be
learning outputs and measures? saved in the organizational memory as a useful knowledge

In this approach the top down method is used, so for for future foresight activities.
evaluation of trend, it is needed to specify the life cycle of
trends. Then the trends' effects must be specified based CONCLUSIONS
on the strategy of the organization.

Trend evaluation from one organization to another The  organizations  mustn’t  feel  that  foresight is
one may be varying based on its goals. An evaluation able to solve all of their problems. Not to have an
method could be something like a map of road. On the exaggeration of foresight, it is very important, so they will
other words is it possible to use a matrix which one of its be able to use its benefits as a useful tool besides other
axes related to trends and the other is related to management tools and concepts. In recent years the
organizational strategies. For example, one of could be global movement is passing from the production based
related to technology and the other could be related to the societies to knowledge based ones. So the survival of the
technological strategies. organizations is depends on innovations and efficient

Trend Revising: In this section the ability  to  answer on cognition and analysis of the future trends of science
these questions must be achieved. Is the trend covering and technology. In this paper we have presented a
all of the related stakeholders? Is it shows all related methodology for trend analysis. In this method the mutual
approaches and installation of them using the induction effects of a trend on other trends are analyzed. The
and measuring indexes? Is the trend positive? And is its environment situation of an organization is possible to be
performance stable along the time? (How long?) Dose it analyzed more clearly by using this method. Considering
have a goal? Is it achieved the goals? Is it compared to a reasonable estimation, this methodology could also be
others (Competitors, average of industry, the bests)? used for Meta trends analysis. Because of existence of
According to the trend analysis, is the organization some problems in trend analysis methodology, this model
competes to others? Is the created trend result of cause was presented in the frame of an analysis system and
and effect? Is it random and created in an unexpected conceptual model that is using the features of DSS and
happening? Is the trend measures a set of now and knowledge management systems. 
feature harmonic factors?

If  there  is  any  weakness  in  each  section,  the REFERENCES
cause of the problem must be known and removed. In the
following we describe the system and trend analysis and 1. Neef, A. and C. Daheim, 2005. Corporate foresight:
will study the specification of the organization situation the European experience. In the Paper Presented at
in any trend. the World Future Society 2005, Chicago.

Trend  Analysis  System:  As  it  was  mentioned,  there
are many problems for creating organizational foresight.
To avoid these problems, according to Figure 4, it is
suggested  that a conceptual model for the trend analysis
system. Trend analysis needs data gathering from
foresight experts and it is better to be done via internet.
On the other hand the internal stakeholders contribute
their ideas in trend analysis via extranet. Connecting to
internal intranet is similar to a DDS. The trend monitoring
must  be  managed  via  a  knowledge  data  base.  Using

Using knowledge management is very important for

human resources. Progress in the innovation is depending
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